Markov chains and Markov set-chains usually describe probability results or some average of results. In this paper we show when a Markov set-chain contains a population system, i.e. a system that describes actual behavior.
A population system takes current populations w = (w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n ) and finds the next populations using a population matrix In this paper we will show when Markov set-chains, and its extension to matrix set-chains, contain population systems. And thus set-chains are interesting for actual studies of population systems (see Example).
For this work, let P = [p ij ] and Q = [q ij ] be n × n nonnegative primitive matrices where P Q (the inequality entry wise) and p ij < q ij when q ij / = 0. Since P is primitive, by a nonnegative matrix result [5] , there is a positive integer, say r, such that P r > 0. Let
We call the sequence M, M 2 , . . . a matrix set-chain. If, in addition, the matrices in M are required to be stochastic, then the sequence is called a Markov set-chain. In this case, to assure there are stochastic matrices in M, we will assume that k / =j p ik + q ij 1 and
for all i and j . If w is a 1 × n positive integer vector, the following theorem provides conditions on w that assure there is a population matrix A, A ∈ M such that wA is a positive integer vector. 
then for any j, there is an integer k ij such that
In addition, if (1) Finally, by (5),
So, if (2) holds, there is a population matrix
such that P A Q and wA is a positive integer vector. And, if (1) also holds, A can also be determined such that it is stochastic. Of course, this is only one iterate and we need to see what occurs in further iterates. Let δ 1 be the smallest entry in P r (note δ 1 > 0). Then
where E is the n × n matrix of 1's. Let x 0 be a positive integer vector, say the initial vector in the system. Let δ 2 be the smallest entry that occurs in the vectors
So, x 0 P k δ 2 x 0 1 e for all k, 0 k r, where e is the 1 × n vector of 1's. Let
An n × n nonnegative matrix A is called super stochastic if Ae e.
Lemma 2. Let
. . be a sequence of n × n super stochastic matrices with P A k Q for all k. Then
Proof. Using the notation preceding this lemma,
and since each A i is super stochastic,
The result follows.
We adjust this lemma to cover a more general case. Since P is primitive, using the PerronFrobenius theorem [5] , let µ be the Perron eigenvalue of P and y = (y 1 , . . . , y n ) a corresponding positive eigenvector. Then
We will suppose µ 1. This assumption is used since if µ < 1 then lim P k = 0. This means that (e.g. when the spectral radius of Q is also less than 1)
. . can tend to 0 and positive integer vectors cannot be maintained. 
for all k r. Finally, using ( 
To obtain the theorem of this paper we need the following. Let x 0 be a positive integer vector. We consider the sequence
where
The theorem below shows when the sequence (8) contains a population system. 
Theorem. Suppose x 0 max q ij >0
1 q ij −p ij .
Proof. We prove (a).
Lemma 2 assures that 
is a positive integer vector. And, since
there is a stochastic population matrix A 2 ∈ M such that
is a positive integer vector. Now suppose A 1 , A 2 , . . . A are stochastic population matrices constructed from x 0 , . . . , x −1 . So
Using Lemma 2 and x we can construct the next stochastic population matrix A +1 so that
x +1 an positive integer vector.
Thus, the induction concluded, there are stochastic population matrices A 1 , A 2 , . . . in M such that
are positive integer vectors for all k. And so, the Markov set-chain
contains a population system.
It can be noted that in (a), x k 1 is constant. An example of how this theorem can be applied follows.
Example. Let P = So, we take k 11 = 8. And
.55 × 20 k 12 .65 × 20 i.e.
11 k 12 13
we take k 12 = 12. Similarly, we get k 21 = 9 and k 22 = 21 (other choices are possible). So the population matrix is The next population matrix can be obtained from
. For this we get And, of course, this can be continued to generate population matrices A 3 , A 4 , . . . So
contains a population system, namely What is interesting in this example is that actual population behavior of a system is inside the Markov set-chain description. And Markov set-chain results can be used to produce information on the behavior of such population systems.
Similarly, matrix set-chains can be used for population systems. To see how to find high and low bounds on iterates, and long run, see [2] . Reference [4] provides additional work.
It is also interesting to see how classical Markov chains might be used in the example. If we take A = . 4 This vector gives an estimate of the long run behavior of the population system but does not indicate the range of fluctuation. And, of course, A will not generate sequences of population matrices, or positive integer vectors, that can occur in an actual system. In conclusion, we point out a result given by one of the referees. For a Markov set-chain suppose we start with a rational probability vector x 0 and rewrite the rational number entries in x 0 so that they all have the same denominator, say D. Then, when hypotheses hold, Theorem (a) can be used to show that there are stochastic matrices A 1 , A 2 , . . ., in M, having rational entries, and such that
has rational entries for each k.
